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Which is all a long, roundabout way of saying that Soccer retains its firm spot in my affections because of its many virtues. In fact, I find Soccer s far more entertaining and watchable than many other Hong Kong-made films that win big prizes. The film has an elemental freshness. The fight scenes are fast,
furious, and really quite astonishing. The theme of Kung Fu and soccer also carries on nicely in The Grandmaster, and continues into Two Lovers, Chow's last onscreen feature. In it, Chow returns from a Hong Kong-Russia business trip to Hong Kong to reunite with Big Brother (Eric Tsang), a young man he met
five years ago while in Russia. Upon learning that shes returning to Hong Kong for good, Chow is determined to win her back (after all, thats what they were destined for), even though he hasnt seen her in that time. Especially poignant is the appearance of a young girl Big Brother married to win back an
orphaned little girl (Chows daughter), whom he left for his work. Needless to say, Big Brother is a major character in Two Lovers, and Chow makes a typically colorful appearance in a lengthy, richly detailed long take sequence in which he repairs Big Brother with a series of high kicks and facial exercises. Ive
included two scenes from Two Lovers, two of the best, in order to make a case that is at once compelling and frustrating: that Hong Kong cinema can sometimes be a wasteland. The first is a long and choreographed sequence in which Big Brother is a touring break-dancer for his troupe. His face is a map of
scars, he wears a makeshift helmet, and he performs poses that are remarkably similar to Big Brothers (Chow) classic Hong Kong S/S face. This is a great move, with the extraordinary circumstances of Big Brothers life distilled to a hilariously simple, Xian Xie-esque gesture. But its also boring, and like all
stand-alone scenes, the sequence feels like a chore to get through. It plays like a documentary, even though it fits extremely well into the choreography of the face-paint and dancing. Would Big Brothers life be simplified this way in a Hong Kong film? On the other hand, Big Brothers decision to live his life in
a gray, factory-like grayface for a while, with no concept of where the seasons go, then to turn into a Shaolin monk is done in an Asian populist, kung-fu style that would never be allowed in Hollywood today. The scene is at once a greatest hits compendium and an homage to ordinary lives.
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